Handling the interoperability issues in multiple, heterogeneous XML sources is central in XML data management and mining. In this chapter, we present a framework for the intensional integration and exploration of XML sources. Specifically, we propose a three-layer framework aimed at extracting interschema knowledge from the available sources, constructing a hierarchy based on the extracted knowledge to represent the sources at different abstraction levels, and finally organizing and exploring the sources through the constructed hierarchy. We also describe possible implementations of each of the three layers, focusing on the extraction of intensional interschema properties, the intensional integration of XML sources, and the clustering of XML schemas. In order to better handle the complexity of its activities, the proposed framework has been designed by means of the layers architecture patterns and the component-based development paradigm.
INTRODUCTION
The past years were characterized by an enormous increase of data available in electronic form, as well as by a proliferation of query languages, data models and data management systems. In such a scenario, traditional approaches to data management are not capable of guaranteeing the suitable level of access transparency to stored data and, at the same time, of preserving the autonomy of local data sources. This situation favored the development of new architectures for data source interoperability conceived to allow users to query pre-existing autonomous data sources to guarantee the maximum possible transparency, efficiency and effectiveness. Developing modules that handle the reconciliation of involved information sources plays a relevant role in all architectures for data source interoperability. The definition of these modules strongly relies on schema integration, i.e, the construction of a global schema obtained by merging a set of related schemas (Chua, Chiang, & Lim, 2003; dos Santos Mello, Castano, & Heuser, 2002; McBrien & Poulovassilis, 2003) . However, when the involved systems are numerous and/or large, schema integration often produces an over complex global schema, which could be not suited to supply a correct and complete description of the available data. In this case, it appears much more adequate the construction of a source hierarchy, representing the involved sources at different abstraction levels. Essentially, this hierarchy can be obtained as follows: initially, the involved schemas are organized into homogeneous groups by means of data clustering algorithms; for each cluster, the corresponding sources are integrated to obtain a global schema representing it and the obtained global schema are in turn grouped to construct second-level clusters, and a representative schema for each of these new clusters is obtained by performing an integration task. This process is iterated until a unique, highly abstract schema representing all the involved XML sources is obtained. In order to carry out source integration and clustering correctly, the designer must clearly understand the semantics of the involved information sources. One of the most common ways of deriving and representing source semantics consists in detecting interschema properties (Bergamaschi, Castano, & Vincini, 1999; Castano, De Antonellis, & De Capitani di Virmercati, 2001; Palopoli, Saccà, Terracina, & Ursino, 2003; or source constraints. Interschema properties are terminological and structural relationships involving concepts and objects belonging to different sources; examples of interschema properties are synonymies, homonymies and hyponymies. Source constraints are restrictions involving objects belonging to the same or different sources; examples of source constraints are domain constraints, functional dependencies and referential integrity constraints. The increase in the number of available data sources favored the development of a large variety of possible data formats; in order to uniformly manage them, the adoption of a unified paradigm is compulsory. In this context, the most promising solution has revealed to be XML. Owing to its semistructured nature, XML can be exploited as a unifying formalism to handle the interoperability of information sources characterized by heterogeneous data representation formats. As a matter of fact, XML has become the de facto standard for information exchange. Most of the current information sources are XML-based or can be easily translated into XML. The considerations outlined above were the premises for the development of the framework proposed in this chapter. Given an input set of XML sources, our framework is mainly designed to:
• identify interschema properties and/or constraints from the sources;
• exploit these properties and constraints to construct a hierarchy representing the involved sources at different abstraction levels; here, schema integration and clustering methods are essential to consolidate and organize the sources; • exploring this hierarchy as the core of a cooperative information system (in particular, to implement the corresponding mediators) or a data warehouse (in particular, to handle the reconciled data level of a three-level data warehouse architecture). The presence of a hierarchy as the core of a cooperative information system allows the efficient exploration of a high number of (possibly complex) XML sources. As a matter of fact, given a query, the hierarchy allows the XML sources involved in the query to be quickly identified in such a way as to submit the query only to them. In an analogous fashion, the presence of a hierarchy as the core of the reconciled data level of a data warehouse architecture allows the portions of the XML sources of interest to a reporting, OLAP or data mining task to be quickly identified and selectively used. As for the implementation of the proposed framework, it is worth pointing out that, for each of the problems to be faced, it is possible to define different techniques; at the same time, the results obtained by solving one of these problems (e.g., interschema property extraction) could be exploited to solve another one (e.g., source integration). This suggests that the component-based development (hereafter, CBD) paradigm represents the best solution to be adopted in the framework construction. CBD organizes a software system into some subsystems called components; each component is seen as a black box which receives some information, processes it and returns the suitable results (Arlow & Neustadt, 2005) . Moreover, since the previous problems are strictly related to each other, because the output of one of them is often the input for another one, it is reasonable to organize components into layers by following the ideas typical of the layers architecture pattern (Bussman, Meunier, Rohnert, Sommerlad, & Stal, 1996; Larman, 2002) . This chapter is organized as follows. In the next section we illustrate the general architecture of the proposed framework. In the subsequent three sections, we focus on the description of three modules that perform: (i) the extraction of intensional interschema properties, (ii) the intensional integration of XML sources, and (iii) the clustering of XML Schemas. As a matter of fact, in the past we have developed
The Relationship/Constraint Extraction Layer

The IPE (Interschema Property Extractor) Component Family
An IPE can be activated by a SIM or an SCM. It receives the set SSet of the XML sources to be analyzed and derives the interschema properties involving concepts and data instances represented in these sources. An IPE receives all data necessary to perform its task from XSM (if they concern the original sources) or from SRDM (if they concern the global sources derived from a previous integration process). It stores all derived properties into RCD through RCDM. The structure of this component, along with its interfaces and its interactions with the other components, is reported in Figure 2 . Generally speaking, interschema properties can be intensional, if they regard the structures of the involved sources (e.g., the XML Schemas associated with XML sources), or extensional, if they concern the instances of the involved sources (e.g., the real XML documents). As a consequence, an IPE has two main sub-components, namely IIPE, which extracts intensional interschema properties, and EIPE, which derives extensional interschema properties. Clearly, there could exist many techniques to define an IIPE or an EIPE; in the following, we shall describe our approach to define an IIPE.
The CE (Constraint Extractor) Component Family
A CE can be activated by a SIM or an SCM. It receives the set SSet of the XML sources to be analyzed and derives the constraints involving data represented in these sources. Analogously to an IPE, a CE receives all data necessary to perform its tasks from XSM or SRDM. It stores all derived constraints into RCD through RCDM. The structure of this component, along with its interfaces and its interactions with the other components, is reported in Figure 3 . A CE is in charge of deriving constraints concerning XML sources. These are the evolutions of the classical constraints concerning relational databases, such as domain constraints, integrity constraints, functional dependencies, and so on. A particularly interesting constraint is that involving the notion of tree tuple which can be exploited to extend the notion of functional dependency to the XML setting (Arenas & Libkin, 2004; Flesca, Furfaro, Greco, & Zumpano, 2003) . For instance, this notion can be exploited by a component of the SCM family to cluster XML sources (Tagarelli & Greco, 2010) .
The Source Management Layer
The SIM (Source Integration Manager) Component Family
A SIM can be activated by a SHM. It receives the set SSet of the XML sources to be integrated. It requires information about the sources of SSet to XSM or SRDM, and verifies if the interschema properties and/or the constraints involving concepts and/or data represented in the sources of SSet are already present in RCD. In the affirmative case, it queries this information to RCDM; in the negative case it activates IPE and/or CE and, when these last ones terminate, it queries the corresponding interschema properties and/or constraints to RCDM. It finally performs the integration of the sources of SSet and stores the corresponding global schema in SRD through SRDM. The structure of this component, along with its interfaces and its interactions with the other components, is reported in Figure 4 . Generally speaking, integration can be performed both at the intensional and the extensional levels. In the former case it regards the structure of the involved sources; in the latter one it concerns the corresponding instances. As a consequence, a SIM has two sub-components, namely ISIM, which performs an intensional integration of the involved sources, and ESIM, which performs an extensional integration of them. Clearly, there could exist several techniques to define an ISIM or an ESIM; later in this chapter, we shall describe an approach we adopted to implement an ISIM. Some approaches that can be exploited to define an ESIM are described in (Aggarwal, Ta, Wang, Feng, & Zaki, 2007) and in (Pontieri, Ursino, & Zumpano, 2003) .
The SCM (Source Clustering Manager) Component Family
An SCM can be activated by an SHM. It receives the set SSet of the XML sources to be clustered. It first collects all information necessary to its activity (source information, interschema properties and constraints) in an analogous way to SIM, then it groups the sources of SSet into homogeneous clusters and stores its results in SRD through SRDM. The structure of this component, along with its interfaces and its interactions with the other components, is reported in Figure 5 . In the literature several approaches to cluster XML sources have been proposed (see, for instance, (Tagarelli & Greco, 2010) ). According to the philosophy of the Component-Based Development paradigm, each component of the SCM family could implement a different clustering approach. Later in this chapter we shall describe our implementation of this task. 
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The SHM (Source Hierarchy Manager) Component Family
An SHM can be activated by a CISM or a DWM. It receives the set SSet of the XML sources to be organized into a hierarchy. It is in charge of constructing this hierarchy. For this purpose, it first activates SCM to group the sources of SSet into homogeneous clusters; then, for each cluster, it activates SIM to integrate all the associated sources in order to obtain a global schema representing the cluster. At the end of this step, the bottom level of the hierarchy has been constructed. SHM repeats the same process on the global schemas representing the clusters to obtain the second-level clusters and the associated global schemas. Finally, it iterates this process until a unique cluster and a unique global schema, representing all the sources of SSet, have been obtained. The structure of this component, along with its interfaces and its interactions with the other components, is reported in Figure 6 . 
The Source Access and Exploitation Layer
The CISM (Cooperative Information System Manager) Component Family A CISM can be activated by a user through the GUI. It allows the construction, the maintenance, the access and the exploitation of a Cooperative Information System (hereafter, CIS). A CISM has at least two sub-components, namely CISC (CIS Constructor), which constructs and maintains a CIS starting from the information stored in SRD, and CISQM (CIS Query Manager), which allows the querying of a CIS constructed by CISC. CISC is activated by a user when he wants to construct a new CIS or to update an already constructed one. In the former case he must provide the set SSet of the sources forming the CIS; in the latter one he must specify the identifier of the CIS to be updated as well as the set SSet of the sources to be added, removed or updated in the specified CIS.
In order to construct a CIS, CISC defines the identifier of the new CIS and stores it into SRD through SRDM, activates SHM to construct the hierarchy representing the CIS, and finally derives the corresponding templates and mediators starting from the information registered in SRD. The update of a CIS is performed by CISC by means of an analogous, although incrementa procedure. CISQM is activated by the user via the GUI when he wants to submit a query q on a given CIS. CISQM receives both the identifier of the involved CIS and q. It organizes the processing of q (for instance, it could decompose q into subqueries, could require the processing of these last ones and could compose the corresponding results) and returns the suitable answer to the user. The structure of this component, along with its interfaces and its interactions with the other components, is reported in Figure 7 . 
The DWM (Data Warehouse Manager) Component Family
A DWM can be activated by a user through the GUI. It allows the construction, the maintenance, the access and the exploitation of a Data Warehouse (hereafter, DW). A DWM has at least four subcomponents, namely DWC (DW Constructor), which constructs and maintains a DW starting from the information stored in SRD, DWR, DWOLAP and DWDM, which allow reporting, OLAP and Data Mining tasks to be performed on a DW constructed by DWC. DWC is activated by a user when he wants to construct a new DW or to update an already constructed one. In the former case, he must provide the set SSet of the sources which the DW consists of; in the latter one, he must specify the DW to be updated and the set SSet of the sources to be added, removed or updated in it. If a DW construction is required, DWC defines the identifier of the new DW and stores it into SRD through SRDM, activates SHM to construct the hierarchy forming the reconciled data level of the DW, and finally derives the corresponding DW metadata starting from the information stored in SRD.
If a DW update is required, DWC carries out an analogous, even if incremental, procedure. DWR (resp., DWOLAP, DWDM) is activated by the user via the GUI when he wants to perform reporting (resp., OLAP, Data Mining) activities on a given DW. It receives the identifier of the DW of interest and supports the user in the reporting (resp., OLAP, Data Mining) activity. Its implementation could also benefit of approaches for the construction of synopses and/or aggregated views over XML documents described in (Polyzotis & Garofalakis, 2002; Polyzotis, Garofalakis, & Ioannidis, 2004) . The structure of this component, along with its interfaces and its interactions with the other components, is reported in Figure 8 . 
Database Managers
The XSM (XML Source Manager) Component Family
An XSM provides IPE, CE, SIM and SCM with information about the involved XML sources. The structure of this component, along with its interfaces and its interactions with the other components, is reported in Figure 9 . An RCDM handles the access to the RCD database. It can be activated by IPE when it must store derived interschema properties in RCD, by CE when it must store derived constraints in RCD, by SIM and SCM when they need to know derived interschema properties and constraints. The structure of this component, along with its interfaces and its interactions with the other components, is reported in Figure 10 . 
SIM
The SRDM (Source Representation Database Manager) Component Family
An SRDM handles the access to the SRD database. It can be activated by: (i) SIM, when this must store the global sources obtained after the integration task or when it must gather information about previously derived global sources; (ii) SCM, when this must store information about derived clusters or when it must gather information about previously derived global sources; (iii) CISM, when this must store information about a new CIS or when it must gather information about an existing one; (iv) DWM, when this must store information about a new DW or when it must gather information about an existing one; (v) IPE or CE, when these last ones must gather information about previously derived global sources. The structure of this component, along with its interfaces and its interactions with the other components, is reported in Figure 11 . Figure 12 . 
A POSSIBLE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE IIPE COMPONENT
As previously pointed out, IIPE is in charge of the extraction of intensional interschema properties. In particular, it extracts synonymies, homonymies, hyponymies/hyperonymies and overlappings. A synonymy between two concepts indicates that they have the same meaning. A homonymy between two concepts denotes that they refer to different meanings, yet having the same name. A concept C 1 is a hyponym of a concept C 2 (that is, in turn, C 2 a hyperonym of C 1 ) if C 1 has a more specific meaning than C 2 . As an example, "PhD student" is a hyponym of "student". An overlapping holds between two concepts if they are not synonymous but share a significant set of properties. Our intensional interschema property extraction approach is specialized for XML, almost automatic and semantic. It is based on the observation that, given two concepts belonging to different information sources, an interesting and powerful way to determine their semantics consists in the examination of their neighborhoods, since the concepts and the relationships which they are involved in contribute to define their meaning ). In addition, it exploits two further indicators to define the semantics of the involved data sources in a more precise fashion; these indicators are the types and the cardinalities of the elements and the attributes belonging to the XML Schemas under consideration. In XML Schemas concepts are expressed by means of elements or attributes. Since for the intensional interschema property extraction task it is not relevant to distinguish the concepts represented by elements from those represented by attributes, we introduce the term x-component to denote an element or an attribute in an XML Schema. An x-component is characterized by its name, its typology (stating if it is a simple element, a complex element or an attribute) and its possible data type. In order to determine the neighborhood of an x-component it is necessary to define a "Semantic Distance" between two x-components of the same XML Schema; this distance considers how much the corresponding x-components are semantically related. For this purpose we introduce some boolean functions that allow the strength of the relationship existing between two x-components x ν and x µ of an XML Schema S to be determined. These functions are:
, that returns true if and only if:
• close(x ν , x µ ), that returns true if and only if: x µ is a complex sub-element of x ν , or x µ is an element of S and there exists a keyref constraint stating that an attribute of x ν refers to a key attribute of x µ ;
• near(x ν , x µ ), that returns true if and only if either veryclose(
,that returns true if and only if there exists a sequence of distinct x-components x 1 , …, x n such that:
The exploitation of the functions introduced above allows each pair 〈x ν , x µ 〉 of an XML Schema to be associated with a coefficient called Connection Cost. It is a measure of the correlation degree existing between x ν and x µ and indicates how much the concept expressed by x ν is semantically close to the one represented by x µ ; in other words, it represents the ability of the concept associated with x µ to characterize the concept associated with x ν . More formally, the Connection Cost from x ν to x µ , denoted by CC(x ν , x µ ), is defined as: 
Finally, given a non-negative integer i, we define the i th neighborhood of an x-component x ν of an XML Schema S as the set of the x-components of S having a Connection Cost from x ν less than or equal to i. More formally, the i th neighborhood of x ν is defined as:
In order to verify if an intensional interschema property holds between two x-components, our approach compares their neighborhoods, their cardinalities and their data types. In addition, it exploits a thesaurus storing lexical synonymies holding among the terms of a language; specifically, it uses the English language and WordNet (Miller, 1995) . If necessary, different (possibly already defined) domain-specific thesauri might be exploited.
Since neighborhood comparison plays a key role in our intensional interschema property extraction approach, we first introduce it and, then, illustrate our approach in detail.
Neighborhood Comparison
Given two neighborhoods nbh(x ν ,v) and nbh(x µ ,v) of two x-components x ν and x µ , three possible relationships, namely similarity, comparability and generalization, could exist between them. All of them are derived by computing suitable objective functions on the maximum cardinality matching associated with a bipartite graph obtained from the x-components of nbh(x ν ,v) and nbh(x µ ,v).
In the following we indicate by
〉 the bipartite graph associated with nbh(x ν , v) and nbh(x µ , v); when it is not confusing, we shall use the notation
is the set of edges; there is an edge between p ∈ PSet(v) and q ∈ QSet(v) if: (i) a lexical synonymy between the names of the x-components x p and x q , associated with p and q, is stored in the reference thesaurus, and (ii) the cardinalities of x p and x q are compatible, and (iii) their data types are compatible (this last condition must be verified only if x p and x q are attributes or simple elements). Here, the cardinalities of two x-components are considered compatible if the intersection of the intervals defined by them is not empty. The compatibility rules associated with data types are analogous to the corresponding ones valid for high level programming languages.
The maximum cardinality matching for
, there is at most one edge of ESet'(v) incident onto x and |ESet'(v)| is maximum (for algorithms solving the maximum cardinality matching problem see (Galil, 1986) ).
Neighborhood Similarity
Intuitively, two neighborhoods (and, more in general, two sets of objects) are considered similar if most of their components are similar. In order to determine if nbh(x ν , v) and nbh(x µ , v) are similar, we construct BG(x ν , x µ , v) and, then, we define the objective function starting from the x-components of XSet ν and XSet µ , and by computing φ in an analogous way to that we have previously seen. Comparability is a weaker property than similarity. As a matter of fact, if two neighborhoods are similar, they are also comparable. However, it could happen that two neighborhoods are not similar but they are comparable because they have quite large similar subsets. More formally, two neighborhoods nbh(x ν , v) and nbh(x µ , v) are comparable if there exist two subsets,
. In this definition, conditions (i) and (ii) guarantee that XSet ν and XSet µ are representative (i.e., quite large); we assume that this happens if they involve more than half of the components of the corresponding neighborhoods; condition (iii) guarantees that XSet ν and XSet µ are similar. It is possible to prove that the worst case time complexity to determine if nbh(
, where p is the maximum between |nbh(x ν , v)| and |nbh(x µ , v)|; moreover, if nbh(x ν , v) and nbh(x µ , v) are similar then they are also comparable.
Neighborhood Generalization
Consider two neighborhoods α and β and assume that: (1) they are not similar; (2) most of the xcomponents of β match with the x-components of α; (3) most of the x-components of α do not match with the x-components of β. If all these conditions hold, then it is possible to conclude that the reality represented by α is richer than that represented by β and, consequently, that α is more specific than β or, conversely, that β is more general than α. The following definition formalizes this reasoning. Let x ν and x µ be two x-components belonging to different XML Schemas. We say that nbh(x ν , v) is more specific than nbh(x µ , v) (and, consequently, that nbh(x The reasoning underlying this definition derives from the observation that ϕ BG (x ν , x µ , v) represents the share of the x-components belonging to nbh(x µ , v) matching with the x-components of nbh(x ν , v). If this share is sufficiently high then most of the x-components of nbh(x µ , v) match with the x-components of nbh(x ν , v) (condition (2)) but, since nbh(x ν , v) and nbh(x µ , v) are not similar (condition (1)), most of the xcomponents of nbh(x ν , v) do not match with the x-components of nbh(x µ , v) (condition (3)). As a consequence, it is possible to conclude that nbh(
It is possible to prove that the worst case time complexity to determine if nbh(
, where p is the maximum between |nbh(x ν , v)| and |nbh(x µ , v)|.
Intensional Interschema Property Derivation
Our approach for the derivation of intensional interschema properites (and, consequently, our approach for the intensional integration of a set of XML sources) is characterized by a specific feature that, to the best of our knowledge, has not been previously proposed in the literature; more specifically, it allows the choice of the "severity level" against which the interschema property extraction is performed. Such a feature derives from the consideration that applications and scenarios possibly benefiting of inteschema properties are numerous and extremely various. In some situations (e.g., in Public Administrations, Finance, and so on) the extraction process must be very severe in that two concepts must be considered equivalent only if their similarity is strengthened by more clues; in such a case a high severity level is required. In other situations (e.g., tourist Web pages) the extraction task can be looser and can consider equivalent two concepts having some similarities but presenting also some differences. At the beginning of the extraction activity our approach asks the user to specify the desired severity level by means of a suitable, friendly wizard; this is the only information required to him until the end of the extraction task, when he has to validate obtained results. Interestingly enough, from the severity level point of view, a classical approach can be seen as a particular case of that presented in this chapter in which the severity level is fixed and the extraction of all intensional interschema properties is performed w.r.t. this level.
As previously pointed out, in order to verify if an intensional interschema property holds between two xcomponents x ν and x µ , belonging to different XML Schemas, it is necessary to examine their neighborhoods. Specifically, first it is necessary to consider nbh(x ν , 0) and nbh(x µ , 0) and to verify if they are comparable. In the affirmative case, it is possible to conclude that x ν and x µ refer to analogous "contexts" and, presumably, define comparable concepts. However, observe that nbh(x ν , 0) (resp., nbh(x µ , 0)) takes only the attributes and the simple sub-elements of x ν (resp., x µ ) into account; as a consequence, it considers quite a limited context. If a higher severity level is required, it is necessary to verify that other neighborhoods of x ν and x µ are comparable before marking the pair 〈x ν , x µ 〉 as candidate. Such a reasoning is formalized by the following definition. Let S 1 and S 2 be two XML Schemas. Let x ν (resp., x µ ) be an x-component of S 1 (resp., S 2 ). Let u be a severity level. We say that the pair 〈x ν , x µ 〉 is comparable at the severity level u if nbh(x ν , v) and nbh(x µ ,
It is possible to prove that the worst case time complexity to verify if 〈x ν , x µ 〉 is a candidate pair at the severity level u is O(up 3 ), where p is the maximum between |nbh(x ν , u)| and |nbh(x µ , u)|. Now, in order to verify if a synonymy, a homonymy, a hyponymy or an overlapping holds at the severity u for a candidate pair 〈x ν , x µ 〉 it is necessary to examine the neighborhoods of x ν and x µ and to determine the relationship holding among them. Specifically:
• A homonymy holds between x ν and x µ at the severity level u if x ν and x µ have the same name and the pair 〈x ν , x µ 〉 is not comparable at the severity level u.
• A synonymy holds between x ν and x µ at the severity level u if nbh(x ν , v) and nbh(x µ , v) are similar
• x ν is said a hyponym of x µ at the severity level
• An overlapping holds between x ν and x µ at the severity level u if: x ν and x µ are not synonymous; neither x ν is a hyponym of x µ nor x µ is a hyponym of x ν .
The previous assumptions derive from the following considerations: (i) if two x-components have the same name but they are not comparable at the severity level u, then it is possible to conclude that they represent different concepts and, consequently, they can be considered homonymous; (ii) if two xcomponents are comparable at the severity level u and their neighborhoods are similar, then it is possible to conclude that they represent the same concept and, consequently, they can be considered synonymous; (iii) if two x-components are comparable at the severity level u but the neighborhoods of one of them, say x ν , are more specific than the neighborhoods of the other one, say x µ , then it is possible to conclude that x ν has a more specific meaning than x µ or, in other words, that x ν is a hyponym of x µ ; (iv) if two xcomponents are comparable at the severity level u but neither their neighborhoods are similar nor the neighborhoods of one of them are more specific than the neighborhoods of the other, then it is possible to conclude that they represent partially similar concepts and, consequently, that an overlapping holds between them. As for the computational complexity of the intensional interschema property derivation, it is possible to state that the worst case time complexity to compute synonymies, homonymies, hyponymies and overlappings at the severity level u is O(up 3 ), where p is the maximum between |nbh(x ν , u)| and |nbh(x µ , u)|. Finally, it is possible to prove that the worst case time complexity to derive all intensional interschema properties holding between two XML Schemas S 1 and S 2 at the severity level u is O(uq
, where q is the maximum cardinality among all the neighborhoods of S 1 and S 2 and m is the maximum between the number of complex elements of S 1 and the number of complex elements of S 2 . It could appear that a polynomial complexity for the intensional interschema property extraction is excessively high. Actually, this is not the case. Indeed, in many application contexts, the intensional component is much smaller than the extensional one; as a consequence, the number of involved xcomponents is generally very small. There are some very specific situations, e.g. biological contexts, where the intensional component could be much larger than the extensional one. However, we observe that, in any case, the computational complexity is polynomial. Moreover, the extraction of the intensional interschema properties must be carried out once and for all when the pair of XML Schemas is examined for the first time. Finally, a neighborhood (and, consequently, an interschema property) must be modified only if there is a change in the corresponding intensional component. With regard to this, we observe that: (i) changes of the intensional component of an information source are infrequent; (ii) the presence of a change does not imply the recomputation, but simply the incremental update, of the involved neighborhoods.
A POSSIBLE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ISIM COMPONENT
As previously pointed out, ISIM is in charge of performing the intensional integration of a set of XML sources to construct a global intensional representation of them. It receives two XML Schemas S 1 and S 2 i and a severity level u and returns the integrated XML Schema S G . Our approach to implementing ISIM consists of two steps, namely: (i) construction of a Merge Dictionary MD(u) and of a Rename Dictionary RD(u); (ii) exploitation of MD(u) and RD(u) to obtain S G .
Construction of Merge Dictionary and Rename Dictionary
At the end of the intensional interschema property derivation task, it could happen that an x-component of an XML Schema is synonymous with more x-components of the other XML Schema. The integration algorithm we are proposing here needs each x-component of an XML Schema to be synonymous with at most one x-component of the other XML Schema. In order to satisfy this requirement, it is necessary to construct a Merge Dictionary MD(u) and a Rename Dictionary RD(u) by suitably filtering previously derived synonymies and homonymies. The construction of MD(u) begins with the definition of a support bipartite graph SimG(u) = 〈SimNSet 1 (u) ∪ SimNSet 2 (u), SimASet(u)〉. There is a node n 1j (resp., n 2k ) in SimNSet 1 (u) (resp., SimNSet 2 (u)) for each complex element E 1j (resp., E 2k ) belonging to S 1 (resp., S 2 ). There is an arc A jk = 〈n 1j , n 2k 〉 ∈ SimASet(u) if E 1j and E 2k are synonymous at the severity level u. Next, a maximum cardinality matching is computed on SimG(u); it selects the subset SimASubSet(u) of SimASet(u) having the maximum cardinality. For each arc A' jk = 〈n' 1j , n' 2k 〉 ∈ SimASet(u) a tuple 〈E' 1j , E' 2k 〉 is added to MD(u). In addition, let 〈E' 1j , E' 2k 〉 be a pair of complex elements such that E' 1j belongs to S 1 , E' 2k belongs to S 2 and 〈E' 1j , E' 2k 〉 ∈ MD(u); moreover, let x' 1j (resp., x' 2k ) be an attribute or a simple sub-element of E' 1j (resp., E' 2k ); then the tuple 〈x' 1j , x' 2k 〉 is added to MD(u) if x' 1j and x' 2k are synonymous at the severity level u and the data types of x' 1j and x' 2k are compatible. Finally, let 〈x' 1j , x' 2k 〉 be a pair of attributes or of simple elements such that x' 1j belongs to S 1 and x' 2k belongs to S 2 ; the tuple 〈x' 1j , x' 2k 〉 is inserted into MD(u) (if not already present) if x' 1j and x' 2k have identical or synonymous names and compatible data types. As for the construction of RD(u), a pair of x-components 〈x'' 1j , x'' 2k 〉 is inserted in this dictionary if x'' 1j and x'' 2k are both elements or both attributes and there exists a homonymy at the severity level u between them.
Construction of the Integrated XML Schema
The dictionaries MD(u) and RD(u) are exploited to construct the integrated XML Schema S G . Our integration algorithm assumes that S 1 and S 2 are represented in the "Salami Slice" style. Actually, an XML Schema could be represented in several other ways (e.g., in the "Russian Doll" or in the "Venetian Blind" styles); however, there exist simple rules to translate it into the "Salami Slice" style (see (Thompson, Beech, Maloney & Mendelsohn, 2004) for more details on the various definition styles). More formally, S 1 and S 2 can be represented as: 2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  1  2  2  1  2  2  1  2  2   =  , , ,  , 2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  1  2  2  1  2  2  1  2  2 , , , ,
This version of S G could present some redundancies and/or ambiguities. In order to remove them and, consequently, to refine S G , MD(u) and RD(u) must be examined and some tasks must be performed for each tuple present therein. Specifically, let 〈E 1j , E 2k 〉 ∈ MD(u) be a synonymy between two complex elements. E 1j and E 2k are merged into a complex element E jk . The name of E jk is one between the names of E 1j and E 2k . The set of sub-elements of E jk is obtained by applying the xs:sequence indicator to the sets of sub-elements of E 1j and E 2k ; the list of attributes of E jk is composed by the attributes of E 1j and those of E 2k . Each xs:selector element referring to E 1j or E 2k in a key or a keyref of S G must be updated in order to refer to E jk . Note that, after these tasks have been carried out, it could happen that: ; the minOccurs (resp., the maxOccurs) indicator of E * jk is the minimum (resp., the maximum) between the corresponding ones relative to E' jk and E'' jk . Each xs:field element referring to E' jk or E'' jk in a key or a keyref of S G must be updated in order to refer to E * jk . • A tuple 〈E'' jk , A'' jk 〉, such that E'' jk is a simple sub-element of E jk and A'' jk is an attribute of E jk , belongs to MD(u). In this case, A'' jk is removed since its information content is equivalent to the one of E'' jk and the representation of an information content by means of an element is more general than that obtained by exploiting an attribute. Each xs:field element referring to A'' jk in a key or a keyref of S G must be updated in order to refer to E'' jk .
It is worth observing that each sub-element E''' jk of E jk that is not considered in the three cases listed above derives from a sub-element of E 1j (resp., E 2k ) detected to be not similar with any attribute or subelement of E 2k (resp., E 1j ). As a consequence, some instances of E jk might not have an instance of E''' jk as their sub-element; therefore, the minOccurs indicator associated with E''' jk must be set to 0. An analogous reasoning leads us to conclude that the use indicator of each attribute of E jk that is not considered in the three cases listed above must be set to optional.
All the references to E 1j and E 2k in S G are then transformed into references to E jk ; the minOccurs and the maxOccurs indicators associated with E jk are derived from the corresponding ones relative to E 1j and E 2k .
Owing to these operations, it could happen that two references to E jk are associated with the same element; in this case, one of them must be removed. For each pair 〈x 1j , x 2k 〉 of attributes (resp., simple elements) such that 〈x 1j , x 2k 〉 ∈ MD(u) and the elements which they belong to are not synonymous (and, consequently, the pair has not been previously considered), x 1j and x 2k must be merged in the attribute (resp., simple element) x Gjk ; the merging rules are the same as those illustrated above.
After all x-components have been examined, it could happen that, in S G , there exist two keys having the same xs:selector and the same xs:field. In this case one of these keys is removed and all its occurrences in the xs:refer attribute of keyrefs are transformed into occurrences of the other. Finally, if there exist in S G two keyrefs having the same xs:selector, xs:refer and xs:field, one of them is removed. After MD(u) has been examined, it is necessary to consider RD(u); in particular, let 〈x 1j , x 2k 〉 be a tuple of RD(u) . In this case it is necessary to modify the name of x 1j or x 2k , along with the corresponding references, keys and keyrefs.
Observe that, after all these activities have been performed, S G could contain two root elements. Such a situation occurs when the root elements E 1r of S 1 and E 2r of S 2 are not synonymous. In this case it is necessary to create a new root element E Gr in S G whose set of sub-elements is obtained by applying the xs:all indicator to E 1r and E 2r . The occurrence indicators associated with E 1r and E 2r are minOccurs=0 and maxOccurs=1.
As for the computational complexity of our integration approach, it is possible to state that the worst case time complexity to integrate S 1 and S 2 into a global XML Schema S G is O(mw 2 ), where m is the maximum between the number of complex elements of S 1 and the number of complex elements of S 2 , whereas w is the maximum between |ConstructSet(S 1 )| and |ConstructSet(S 2 )|, where ConstructSet(S) denotes the set of the x-components, the keys and the keyrefs of S. As far as this computational complexity result is concerned, the considerations about the dimension of the intensional component of an XML document that we have drawn in the previous section are still valid. For an integration process, an important problem to face is the possible complexity of the global XML Schema. With regard to this, it could be interesting to predict the dimension of the global XML Schema from the dimensions of the XML Schemas to integrate; indeed, such a prediction could be used as a flag to determine the necessity of a schema integration. As far as this problem is concerned, it is possible to show that | ConstructSet(S G )| ≤ | ConstructSet(S 1 )| + |ConstructSet(S 2 )| − |MD(u)|. As a final remark, we observe that in some application contexts, if a global XML Schema is too complex, it might be possible to perform an abstraction activity on it. Generally speaking, abstracting a global data source implies to group its concepts into homogeneous collections and to represent each collection by means of only one concept (Batini & Lenzerini, 1984; Rosaci, Terracina, & Ursino, 2004) . The application of an abstraction activity to a global XML Schema allows the attention to be focused on the main concepts represented in it and avoids useless details to be considered. The computational complexity results presented above and our reasoning about the possibility to apply abstraction techniques on the integrated XML Schema allow us to conclude that our approach is scalable. Indeed, the computation time is polynomial against the dimension of input XML Schemas; the dimension of the global XML Schema is reasonable and decreases when the number of existing similarities increases (with regard to this we observe that, if a user decides to integrate two XML Schemas then, presumably, many similarities hold between them). Finally, if the number and the dimension of the XML Schemas to integrate are too large, then an abstraction task can be applied on the integrated XML Schema; in this way, the user can examine the abstracted XML Schema to focus on the most relevant concepts; only when more details are necessary, the user must examine the (more complex) global XML Schema.
A POSSIBLE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SCM COMPONENT
As previously pointed out, SCM is in charge of clustering a set of possibly related XML sources. It receives a set SchemaSet = {S 1 , S 2 , …, S n } of XML Schemas to cluster and the set of the intensional interschema properties involving concepts belonging to these Schemas. These properties, as a whole, form the so-called Interschema Property Dictionary IPD. Before providing a detailed description of our approach to implementing SCM, we define XCompSet(S i ) as the set of the x-components of S i and we denote with P the total number of x-components belonging to the Schemas of SchemaSet, that is:
Now we define some functions that will be extremely useful in the following; they receive two xcomponents x ν and x µ and return a boolean value; these functions are:
• identical(x ν , x µ ), that returns true if and only if x ν and x µ are two synonymous x-components having the same name, the same typology and the same data type;
• verystrong(x ν , x µ ), that returns true if and only if x ν and x µ are two synonymous x-components having the same typology but different names or different data types;
• strong(x ν , x µ ), that returns true if and only if x ν and x µ are two synonymous x-components having different typologies;
• hweak(x ν , x µ ), that returns true if and only if x ν and x µ are related by a hyponymy property;
• oweak(x ν , x µ ), that returns true if and only if x ν and x µ are related by an overlapping property.
It is possible to prove that the computation of the functions identical(
, and oweak(x ν , x µ ) costs O(log P). Starting from the functions defined previously, it is possible to construct the following support dictionaries.
• Identity Dictionary ID, defined as:
• Very Strong Similarity Dictionary VSSD, defined as: • HWeak Similarity Dictionary HWSD, defined as:
• OWeak Similarity Dictionary OWSD, defined as:
The construction of these dictionaries is carried out in such a way that they are always ordered w.r.t. the names of the involved x-components. It is possible to prove that the construction of the dictionaries ID, VSSD, SSD, HWSD and OWSD costs O(P 2 log P).
Construction of the Dissimilarity Matrix
Most of the existing clustering algorithms are based on the knowledge of the Dissimilarity Matrix (Han & Kamber, 2006) ; once this structure has been constructed, it is possible to apply on it a large variety of clustering algorithms already proposed in the literature. In order to allow the application of the maximum possible number of clustering algorithms, we have decided to exploit a metric to measure the dissimilarity between two XML Schemas; in fact, many clustering algorithms require this feature. Since involved XML Schemas could be semantically heterogeneous and since we want to group them on the basis of their relative semantics, the metrics we are defining must necessarily be very different from the classical ones; specifically, in our case, it must be strictly dependent on the intensional interschema properties that represent the basis of our strategy to define inter-source semantics. Our notion of metrics is based on a suitable, multi-dimensional euclidean space. It has P dimensions, one for each x-component of the involved XML Schemas; in the following it will be denoted by the symbol ℜ ξ(x ν ) discriminates the complex elements w.r.t. the simple ones and the attributes. This is necessary because a complex element is presumably more characterizing than either a simple element or an attribute to define the semantics of a concept. ξ(x ν ) is defined in the following way: 
Here, α I , α VS , α S , α HW , and α OW belong to the real interval [0, 1] . It is possible to prove that:
• the worst case time complexity to determine the point Q i associated with
• the worst case time complexity to determine the points associated with all the Schemas of
We are now able to introduce our notion of distance between two XML Schemas and, consequently, to construct the Dissimilarity Matrix. More specifically, the distance between two XML Schemas S i and S j , belonging to SchemaSet, is computed by determining the euclidean distance between the corresponding points in ℜ 
Application of the Pre-existing Clustering Algorithms on the Constructed Dissimilarity Matrix
Once the Dissimilarity Matrix has been defined, it is possible to apply on it a large variety of clustering algorithms previously proposed in the literature. These differ for their time complexity, for their result accuracy, as well as for their behaviour. Therefore, it is clear that the choice of the clustering algorithm to be adopted in a certain domain strictly depends on its main features. In order to evaluate this fact, we have considered three clustering algorithms, characterized by different features. For implementation purposes, we have chosen to apply three algorithms available in WEKA (Witten & Frank, 2000) , one of the most popular Data Mining tools; specifically, we have chosen to apply K-Means, Expectation Maximization and Farthest First Traversal. As previously pointed out, our clustering approaches operate on high-dimensional spaces, since the number of possible dimensions is P, i.e., the number of x-components of all the involved XML Schemas. In spite of this high dimensionality, all the three clustering algorithms adopted by us worked very well with all the test data. However, we cannot be sure that, in the future, when the number and the dimension of involved XML sources will be much greater than the current ones, these three algorithms will not show scalability problems. If this happens then the clustering technique adopted could be substituted by techniques specifically devoted to cluster high-dimensional data. These approaches can be subdivided into two main categories, namely feature transformation and feature selection (Han & Kamber, 2006) . Feature transformation approaches, such as principal component analysis and singular value decomposition, transform the data into a smaller space while generally preserving the original relative distance between objects. They summarize data by creating linear combinations of the features, and may discover hidden structures in the data. However, such techniques do not actually remove any of the original features from analysis. Feature subset selection approaches are generally used for data reduction by removing irrelevant or redundant dimensions. Given a set of features, feature subset selection finds the subset of features that are the most relevant to the clustering task. A further possible way for handling high dimensional data is based on the exploitation of co-clustering approaches (Mirkin, 1996) . However, they are difficult to be applicated in our context since they require the information necessary for clustering to be provided by means of the object-by-variable matrix, whereas our approach adopts the dissimilarity matrix for this purpose. In this section, we provide a brief overview of the behaviour of these algorithms when applied to our reference context.
K-Means
When applied to our reference context, K-Means (MacQueen, 1967) receives a parameter k and partitions the set of points of ℜ P in k clusters. The worst case time complexity of K-Means is O(n k t), where n is the cardinality of SchemaSet, k is the desired number of clusters and t is the number of iterations necessary for the algorithm to converge. Typically, k and t are much smaller than n; therefore, the worst case time complexity of K-Means can be considered linear against the cardinality of SchemaSet; for this reason K-Means is relatively scalable to cluster large sets of XML Schemas. A difficulty in the application of K-Means to our context regards its sensitivity to noise and outliers; this implies that, if there exist some XML Schemas semantically very different from the others, K-Means could return not particularly satisfactory results. Another drawback of K-Means consists of its necessity to preventively know the best value for k; if this information is not available, a try-and-check approach should be adopted to determine it. Clearly, this would increase the time necessary to the algorithm to provide the final results.
Expectation-Maximization
Expectation-Maximization (EM) (Dempster, Laird, & Rubin,1977; Xu & Jordan, 1996) models involved objects as a collection of k Gaussians iii , where k is the number of the clusters to be derived. For each involved object, EM computes a degree of membership to each cluster. The implementation of EM is very similar to the one of K-Means. As with K-Means, EM begins with an initial guess of the cluster centers (Expectation step) and iteratively refines them (Maximization step). It terminates when a parameter, measuring the quality of obtained clusters, no longer shows significant increases. EM is guaranteed to converge to a local maximum, that often coincides with the global one. An important feature of this algorithm is its capability of modelling quite a rich set of cluster shapes. Moreover, even if the user can directly specify the best number of clusters to be derived, EM can be instructed to determine it by itself. The quite refined statistical model underlying EM allows it to often obtain optimal results; for this reason EM is frequently adopted in a large variety of application contexts. Moreover, its capability of automatically determining the best number of clusters makes it particularly suited for our reference context.
Farthest First Traversal
The basic idea of Farthest First Traversal (FFT) (Hockbaum & Shmoys, 1985) is to get k points out of n, that are mutually "far" from each other. FFT operates as follows. Initially, it randomly selects a point Q 1 and puts it into the so-called "Traversed Set" TS. Next, it performs k-1 iterations to construct TS: for this purpose, during each iteration it inserts into TS the point Q i having the maximum distance from TS; the distance of Q i from TS is defined as d(Q i ,TS) = min d(Q i ,Q j ) (with Q j ∈ TS), where d(Q i ,Q j ) could be any dissimilarity measure between two points (in our approach it is the dissimilarity measure defined previously). After the construction of TS, FFT sets each point Q i ∈ TS as the centroid of a cluster; then, for each point Q k ∉ TS, it computes the distance of Q k from the various centroids and puts this point in the cluster whose centroid has the minimum distance from it. FFT requires the user to specify the number k of clusters to be constructed; moreover, the quality of its results might be influenced by the choice of the initial point Q 1 of TS. However, the worst case time complexity of this algorithm is O(n k), where n is the cardinality of SchemaSet and k is the number of clusters to be obtained. As a consequence, it is scalable and particularly suited in application contexts, like ours, where objects to be clustered could be very numerous.
RELATED WORK
In this section we compare the approaches we have defined to implement the IIPE, the ISIM and the SCM components of our framework with the corresponding ones already proposed in the literature. In the following, since interschema property extraction and source integration are often considered within the same approach in the literature, we analyze the approaches performing these tasks in a sub-section and those performing source clustering in another one.
Intensional Interschema Property Extraction and Intensional Source Integration
In the literature many approaches to perform intensional interschema property extraction and intensional source integration have been proposed. Even if they are quite numerous and various, to the best of our knowledge, none of them guarantees the possibility to choose a "severity" level against which the various activities are carried out; this feature, instead, is very important in our approach. In this section we examine some of these approaches and highlight their similarities and differences w.r.t. our own.
Approach of (Passi, Lane, Madria, Sakamuri, Mohania, Bhowmick, 2002) In (Passi et al., 2002) an XML Schema integration framework, based on the extraction of interschema properties, is proposed. In order to perform its task this approach exploits an object-oriented data model called XSDM (XML Schema Data Model). The approach of (Passi et al., 2002) is very close to our source integration approach. In particular, both of them are rule-based ) and assume that the global XML Schema is formulated in a referenced style rather than in an inline style (see (Thompson, Beech, Maloney, & Mendelsohn, 2004) for more details); moreover, the integration rules proposed in (Passi et al., 2002) are quite similar to those exploited by our approach. As for the main differences existing between the two approaches we observe that: (i) the approach of (Passi et al., 2002 ) requires a preliminary translation of an XML Schema into an XSDM Schema; such a translation is not required by our approach; (ii) the integration task in (Passi et al., 2002) is graph-based and object-oriented whereas, in our approach, it is directly based on the examination of x-components.
Approach of (Yang, Lee, & Ling, 2003) In (Yang, Lee, & Ling, 2003) an approach for the integration of XML data sources, based on the derivation of interschema properties, is proposed. It exploits a suitable data model called ORA-SS (Object Relationship Attribute Model for Semi-Structured Data). This approach and ours share some similarities; in particular, both of them have been conceived to operate only on XML data sources and exploit graph-based algorithms to detect interschema properties. However, there also exist some differences between them; indeed, (i) the approach of (Yang, Lee, & Ling, 2003) needs to translate input information sources into ORA-SS schemas; (ii) it can produce more precise results than those returned by our approach but, on the other side, it is computationally more expensive.
XClust
In (Lee, Yang, Hsu, & Yang, 2002 ) the system XClust, aiming at integrating XML data sources, is presented. XClust determines the similarity degrees of a group of DTDs by considering not only the corresponding linguistic and structural information but also their semantics, derived by the examination of the neighborhoods of their elements. In particular, a DTD is modeled as a tree and the neighborhood of an element consists of a set of ancestors and descendants. The computation of the similarity degrees among the DTDs allows their grouping into clusters; such a clustering activity is recursively applied on the DTDs of each generated cluster until a sufficiently small number of clusters has been obtained. It is possible to recognize some similarities between our approach and XClust; in particular, (i) both of them have been specifically conceived to operate on XML data sources (even if our approach manages XML Schemas whereas XClust operates on DTDs); (ii) both of them consider not only linguistic similarities but also semantic ones. There are also several differences between them; more specifically, (i) to perform the integration activity, XClust requires the support of a hierarchical clustering whereas our approach adopts schema matching techniques; (ii) XClust represents DTDs as trees; as a consequence, element and attribute neighborhoods are quite different from those constructed by our approach.
Cupid
In (Madhavan, Bernstein, & Rahm, 2001 ) Cupid, a system to derive interschema properties among heterogeneous information sources, is presented. In this system property derivation is performed by carrying out two kinds of examinations, named linguistic and structure matchings. Some differences can be detected between Cupid and our approach. In particular, (i) Cupid only derives interschema properties; (ii) it has been conceived to handle a large variety of data source formats; (iii) since the activities it performs to extract properties are numerous and sophisticated, the results it obtains could be more refined than those returned by our approach but the required time and user intervention are greater.
Rondo
In (Melinik, Rahm, & Bernstein, 2003) Rondo, a system conceived to integrate and manipulate relational Schemas, XML Schemas and SQL views, is presented. Rondo exploits a graph-based approach to modeling information sources and the Similarity Flooding Algorithm (Melnik, Garcia-Molina, & Rahm, 2002) to perform schema matching. Both Rondo and our approach are semi-automatic and exploit schema matching techniques. The main differences existing between them are the following: (i) Rondo can handle several information source formats; (ii) it models involved information sources as graphs whereas our approach directly operates on XML Schemas; (iii) it exploits a sophisticated technique (i.e., the Similarity Flooding Algorithm) to perform schema matching activities; as a consequence, it obtains refined results but is time expensive and requires a heavy human feedback.
Approach of (dos Santos Mello, Castano, & Heuser, 2002) In (dos Santos Mello, Castano, & Heuser, 2002) an XML-based integration approach, capable of handling several source formats, is presented. Both this approach and ours operate on XML sources and carry out a semantic integration. However, important differences between them can be found; indeed, (i) the approach of (dos Santos Mello, Castano, & Heuser, 2002) operates on DTDs and requires the translation of these DTDs in an appropriate formalism called ORM/NIAM (Halpin, 1998) ; vice versa, our approach operates directly on XML Schemas; (ii) the global XML Schema constructed by the approach of (dos Santos Mello, Castano, & Heuser, 2002) is represented in the ORM/NIAM formalism whereas our approach returns directly a global XML Schema; (iii) the approach of (dos Santos Mello, Castano, & Heuser, 2002) is quite complex to be applied when involved sources are numerous.
SKAT
In (Mitra, Wiederhold, & Jannink, 1999 ) the system SKAT, exploiting first order logic rules to express match and mismatch relationships, as well as to derive new matches, is presented. The approach of SKAT is similar to our own in that it is semi-automatic and looks at concept similarities to derive matchings. The main differences between them are the following: (i) SKAT constructs a graph representation of the involved sources consisting of one node per XML source; vice versa, our approach derives one graph representation per XML source; in this way it obtains more refined representations of involved sources; (ii) SKAT exploits first order logic rules to express derived matchings; this allows it to represent possibly complex relationships between concepts; however, a heavy intervention of human experts is necessary in the derivation of these relationships.
DIXSE
In (Rodriguez-Gianolli & Mylopoulos, 2001 ) the DIXSE (Data Integration for XML based on Schematic Knowledge) system, aiming at supporting the integration of a set of XML documents, is presented. Both DIXSE and our approach are semantic and operate on XML documents; both of them exploit structural and terminological relationships to carry out the integration activity. The main differences between them regard the interschema property extraction technique; indeed, DIXSE requires the support of the user whereas our approach operates almost automatically. As a consequence, the results returned by DIXSE could be more refined than those provided by our approach but, when the number and/or the dimension of the sources to integrate are high, the effort DIXSE requires to the user might be particularly heavy.
Approach of (Lim & Ng, 2001 ) (Lim & Ng, 2001 ) describes an approach based on the exploitation of a suitable graph formalism named HDG, as well as on the extraction of interschema properties, to perform the integration of data sources characterized by different formats. The approach of (Lim & Ng, 2001 ) and ours are similar in that: (i) both of them are semantic; (ii) in both of them the integration is light, even if the approach of (Lim & Ng, 2001 ) requires a translation phase before it; (iii) both of them are almost automatic and, finally, (iv) both of them are rule-based. They present also several differences; in particular: (i) the approach of (Lim & Ng, 2001 ) has been conceived to integrate information sources possibly having different formats; (ii) it requires the translation of input data sources into the HDG formalism; (iii) the interschema properties exploited to guide the integration activity are different in the two approaches; in particular, (Lim & Ng, 2001 ) is based on the relationship >> , indicating if a concept is a hypernym or an ancestor of another one. LSD. In (Doan, Domingos, & Halevy, 2001 ) a machine learning approach, named LSD (Learning Source Description), to perform schema matching activities on information sources, is proposed. It has been extended also to ontologies in GLUE (Doan, Madhavan, Domingos, Halevy, 2002) . During the initial phase, LSD requires quite a heavy support of the user to carry out training tasks; however, after this phase, no human intervention is required. Both LSD and our approach operate mainly on XML sources. They differ especially in their purposes; in fact, LSD aims at deriving interschema properties whereas our approach first derives properties and, then, exploits them for the source integration activity. In addition, as far as property derivation is concerned, LSD is learner-based whereas our approach is rule-based. Finally, LSD requires a heavy human intervention at the beginning and, then, is automatic; vice versa, our approach does not need a preprocessing phase but requires the human intervention at the end to validate obtained results.
Approach of (He & Chang, 2003) In (He & Chang, 2003) a statistical framework for performing schema matching is proposed. In particular, the authors hypothesize the presence, for each application context, of a "hidden schema model" which acts as a unified generative model describing how schemas are generated from a finite vocabulary of attributes. Both the approach of (He & Chang, 2003) and ours aim at integrating large Web sources and at performing schema matching almost automatically. However, there are important differences between them; in particular, (i) the approach of (He & Chang, 2003) adopts statistical-based techniques; (ii) it creates a hidden schema, which is both capable of fully describing a domain and useful as a mediated schema; however, as claimed by the authors, its complexity is exponential and, consequently, it can be adopted only if schema matching is carried out offline.
Approach of (Castano, De Antonellis, Ferrara, & Kuruvilla Ottathycal, 2002) In (Castano, De Antonellis, Ferrara, & Kuruvilla Ottathycal, 2002 ) an approach to carrying out the integration of XML sources with the support of interschema properties is proposed. Our approach shares some similarities with this one. Indeed, both of them: (i) are rule-based; (ii) derive interschema properties which are, then, exploited to perform the integration task; (iii) are semi-automatic. However, they have also several differences; in particular: (i) the approach proposed in (Castano, De Antonellis, Ferrara, & Kuruvilla Ottathycal, 2002) privileges result accuracy to the detriment of computational complexity; (ii) the intervention of the human expert it requires is heavier than that needed by our approach.
MOMIS
In (Bergamaschi, Castano, & Vincini, 1999 ) the MOMIS system, conceived to support information source integration and querying, is presented. MOMIS and our approach are similar in that both of them are semi-automatic and semantic; in addition, both of them first extract interschema properties and then exploit them to carry out the integration task. However, there are also important differences between them; specifically, (i) MOMIS can handle several source formats; (ii) in MOMIS the core of the interschema property derivation task is a cluster procedure, whereas our approach exploits graph matchings.
COMA
In (Do & Rahm, 2002 ) COMA (COmbining MAtch), an interactive and iterative system to combine several schema matching approaches, is proposed. The approach of COMA appears orthogonal to ours; in particular, our approach could inherit some features from COMA (as an example, the idea of operating iteratively) to improve the accuracy of its results. As for an important difference between them, we observe that COMA handles a large variety of information source formats; vice versa, our approach is specialized for XML sources. In addition, our approach requires the user to specify only the desired severity level; vice versa, in COMA, the user must specify the matching strategy (i.e., the desired matchers and the ways to combine their results).
DIKE
In (Palopoli, Terracina, & Ursino, 2003a; Palopoli, Terracina, & Ursino, 2003b ) DIKE (Database Intensional Knowledge Extractor), a system supporting the semi-automatic construction and management of Cooperative Information Systems and Data Warehouses from heterogeneous databases is presented. The input of DIKE consists of a set of relational databases. First this system derives intensional interschema properties among involved databases; then, it constructs a Data Repository representing a structured, integrated, hierarchical and consistent description of the information stored in the input databases. The Data Repository thus constructed is, then, used as the core of a Cooperative Information System or a Data Warehouse. The similarities between DIKE and our framework regard not only their integration approach but also some points of their overall behavior. Specifically: (i) both of them aim at deriving interschema properties, constructing a hierarchy and using it as the core of a Cooperative Information System or a Data Warehouse; (ii) both of them adopt an intensional interschema property derivation approach based on neighborhoods; (iii) in both of them the intensional integration activity strongly depends on derived intensional interschema properties.
However, there are several differences between DIKE and our framework. Specifically: (i) DIKE operates on structured databases whereas our framework considers XML sources; (ii) DIKE handles only intensional information whereas our framework manages also the extensional one; (iii) DIKE does not follow the Component-Based Development paradigm, which, instead, represents the core of our framework; (iv) DIKE does not consider severity levels in the derivation of the intensional interschema properties.
Intensional Source Clustering and Related Semantic Approaches
Approach of (Qian, Zhang, Liang, Qian, & Jin, 2000) In (Qian, Zhang, Liang, Qian, & Jin, 2000) an approach to clustering DTDs is proposed. Initially, it applies any clustering algorithm to group elements of the involved DTDs in a set of clusters, then creates one array for each DTD, having one component for each cluster; the i-th component of the array indicates how many elements of the corresponding DTD belong to the i-th cluster. Finally, it applies any clustering algorithm on the set of constructed arrays. There are some similarities between our approach and that described in (Qian, Zhang, Liang, Qian, & Jin, 2000) . Specifically, both of them: (i) construct a "vector"-based representation of the involved schemas which, then, is provided in input to a clustering algorithm; (ii) have been specifically conceived for XML. The main differences between the two approaches are the following: (i) in (Qian, Zhang, Liang, Qian, & Jin, 2000) the computation of the similarity degree between two DTDs privileges their structural properties (i.e., the hierarchical organization of the corresponding elements); on the contrary, our approach considers interschema properties, that define a semantic information; (ii) the clustering activity performed during the first phase allows the approach described in (Qian, Zhang, Liang, Qian, & Jin, 2000) to carry out a preliminary reduction of the number of involved elements; this feature is not present in our approach; however, errors possibly occurring during this initial clustering activity could negatively influence final results.
XClust
As previously pointed out, XClust defines a clustering technique as a part of a more complex approach for DTD integration. As for the main similarities between our clustering technique and the one underlying XClust we observe that both of them: (i) have been specifically conceived for XML; (ii) operate on the intensional component of the involved information sources. As for differences between them we observe that: (i) XClust considers only synonymies and does not take hyponymies and overlappings into account; (ii) the clustering activity is performed as a support to the integration task in XClust whereas clustering and integration activities are independent and orthogonal in our framework.
Approach of (He, Tao, & Chen-Chuan Chang, 2004) In (He, Tao, & Chen-Chuan Chang, 2004 ) an approach to clustering structured information sources present in the Web is proposed. For each application domain, this approach assumes the existence of a hidden model containing a finite vocabulary of attributes; this assumption allows sources to be clustered by means of a specific algorithm called MD (Model Differentiation).
As for the main similarities between our approach and the one described in ( He, Tao, & Chen-Chuan Chang, 2004) we observe that both of them: (i) define a suitable mechanism to represent involved sources; (ii) exploit semantic information consisting of interschema properties in our approach and in the hidden model in the approach of (He, Tao, & Chen-Chuan Chang, 2004) . The main differences between the two approaches are the following: (i) the approach presented in (He, Tao, & Chen-Chuan Chang, 2004 ) requires a deep analysis of the extensional component of involved information sources; this analysis produces very satisfactory results but requires a significant preprocessing phase to construct, among the other things, the hidden model; (ii) the approach proposed in (He, Tao, & Chen-Chuan Chang, 2004) has been specifically conceived to analyze structured information sources present in the Web; on the contrary, our approach is specialized for XML Schemas.
SemXClust
In (Tagarelli & Greco, 2010) an approach to clustering semantically related XML documents is proposed. This approach estimates the semantical relatedness of the involved XML documents by analyzing both their structure and their content and by generating the so-called XML features with the support of a lexical ontology knowledge. An important characteristic of the approach of (Tagarelli & Greco, 2010) is the definition of an XML representation model that allows XML document trees to be mapped into transactional data called XML transactions. Each item of this model embeds a distinct combination of structure and content features. In order to capture different ways of associating the XML content with structure information, each considered XML document is preliminarily decomposed into smaller documents according to the notion of tree tuple. Obtained XML transactions are, then, provided as input to a suitable transactional clustering algorithm. As for the underlying clustering technique to be adopted, even if SemXClust has been conceived to be parametric w.r.t. any existing clustering algorithm, the authors propose two new ones; the former exploits a centroid-based partitional method, whereas the latter uses frequent (XML) itemsets to compute clusters and to build a hierarchy upon them. There are some similarities between the approach of (Tagarelli & Greco, 2010) and ours. In particular, both of them: (i) have been specifically conceived for XML; (ii) consider semantic relationships such as synonymies; (iii) exploit a support lexical ontology (e.g., WordNet); (iv) define a suitable strategy to handle the information encoded in the involved sources; (v) can operate with any clustering method. As for the main differences between them we observe that: (i) SemXClust has been conceived to operate on XML documents; our approach, instead, is specialized for XML Schemas; (ii) SemXClust performs also content analysis on textual elements (i.e., it analyzes the content of #PCDATA fields and the value of attributes); (iii) in order to perform the clustering task, SemXClust exploits the notion of tree tuple; our approach, instead, considers interschema properties; (iv) in order to compute the (dis)similarity matrix, SemXClust adopts a transactional representation; our approach, instead, considers a multi-dimensional euclidean space.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
We presented a general framework for the intensional integration and exploration of XML sources. The architecture of the proposed framework consists of three layers, which aim at extracting interschema properties and constraints from the sources, integrating and organizing the sources based on an interschema knowledge-based hierarchy, and accessing and exploring the consolidated sources. Our framework follows the general philosophy of the layers architecture pattern, since it provides a layer for each of the three macro-activities mentioned above. Moreover, in order to guarantee a high flexibility and extensibility, the framework has been designed according to the component-based development paradigm.
We believe that the proposed framework should be considered as a starting-point of a more complex system for handling XML sources. Particularly, it could represent the first step towards a system for the management and mining of multiple, highly heterogeneous information sources, where heterogenity here may refer to different aspects, such as their semantics, their formats (e.g., XML documents, relational databases, unstructured information sources), the underlying models, and so forth. This system could consist of a central core (basically formed by the components presented in this chapter) which a large variety of plugins could be added to, in order to provide a catalogue of plugins specialized to solve various problems that are typical of distributed information sources. As a further research direction,it would be interesting to design an intelligent wizard, based on an underlying recommender system, which adaptively suggests the plugins to be added to the framework on the basis of users' needs.
